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Introduction and Aims

o Who

o Our future is entwined with 

research

o Therefore our future is 
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o Therefore our future is 

entwined with  

homeopathic education

o How do we create a 

clinician and a researcher 

to meet the needs of the 

21st century?

http://www.nonformality.org/wp-

content/uploads/2007/02/ledialogue.jpg



1810: What did a Homeopath Need 

Then?

o Hahnemann

o Medically trained

o 83

o Sound senses
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o Sound senses

o Attention in observing

o Unpredjucdiced 

observation

o Fidelity



1880

o Kent

o The candid man

o The neighbour
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o ‘A man who does not 

believe in God cannot 

be a homeopath’



What Does a Homeopath Need 

Now?

o UK, NZ, Australia, US, Ireland, Belgium

o Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore

o Diplomas

o Advanced diplomas

Medical Degrees
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o Medical Degrees

o Gurus

o Higher Education

o Bloom



Challenges Facing Educationalists

o Clinical Reflection

o Critical Thinking

o Evidence
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o Evidence

o Business Readiness

o Research



The Homeopathic Research Tradition

o What has it been 

so far?
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By Medical Science

o Clinical Researchers

• Does it work

• What works for what
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• What works for what

http://drsadasivam.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/images/scienceResearch.203103749.jpg



By Theoretical Physicists

o The mechanism of action

o How does it work
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By Homeopaths

Provings
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All homeopaths are researchers

• An unfamiliar remedy 

appears when 

repertorising & you 

check it out in various 

materia medica to see 
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materia medica to see 

if it might fit the 

case…



We Share Our Research Findings

o Arising from such investigations we share findings with 

colleagues and this requires some evaluation and 

structuring of information

o Genus epidemicus
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o Genus epidemicus



Developing the materia medica

o Collecting information 

about the clinical use 

of remedies, new and 
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of remedies, new and 

more established

o All to define best 

practice

http://www.organic-pet-digest.com/images/homeopathy-for-dog-5.jpg



Clinical trials in homeopathy

o Started in 1821 and still continuing

o 300+ clinical trials between 1821 - 2011

• Open observation

• Case Series

• Pragmatic comparison
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• Pragmatic comparison

• Explanatory trial

• Placebo controlled trials 

• (1st one 1829)

http://fwdmarketing.heehawdevelopment.co.uk/images/research/structural/main_image_research.jpg



Research tradition in homeopathy built 

on:

o Qualitative research –

aggregates human qualities 

and perceptions rather than 

measurable physical 

properties
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properties

o Strong focus on patients 

subjective experience

o Naturalistic methods (studies 

people in natural settings 

rather than artificial ones)

http://www.morris.umn.edu/VirtualTour/images/Research.jpg



…..as opposed to the current 

paradigm of orthodox research in 

medicine

http://users.cs.cf.ac.uk/Mohyuddin/research.jpg
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The Implications for Homeopathic Education
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Two Masters

o Accreditation is based 

on…

o Industry standards
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o Industry standards

o Government 

education standards



As well as the homeopathic skills

o Bioscience

o Medical Science

o Social science

o Counseling

Contemporary 
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o Contemporary 

therapeutic 

relationship
http://neptune.podbean.com/image-logo/0/17364_logo.jpg



Credibility
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Critical Thinking
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Why should homeopathy students 

be bothered about research? 

oDogma

oCritically examine
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Critical Thinkers

o Lycopodium 200

o One dose and wait

o …because I did it this 

way you should too
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way you should too

o Bufo

o Cactus
http://www.vegansoapbox.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2009/10/why.jpg



What is Critical Enquiry

o Why Critical Skills
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Definitions

o To critique: 
• analysis, assessment, 
evaluation, account, 
review, appraisal

o To assess critically
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o To assess critically
• criticise, comment on, 
review, appraise

o To analyse
• examination, 
investigation, study, 
breakdown, scrutiny



The Challenges for Homeopaths 

unpacking clinical trials 

o Different methodologies lead to different 
prescribing styles

o It can be difficult to find the similimum

o Small funds, small trials

Lack of sensitive outcome measures
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o Lack of sensitive outcome measures

o Shortage of research expertise amongst 
homeopaths

o Lack of observational data about current 
practice

o Homeopathy as a complex intervention



Benefits for students

o Helps students to 

answer queries when 

anti-homeopathy 

research is published 

by being able to 
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by being able to 

deconstruct the study 

and point out any 

methodological flaws

o Confidence



The Ideal Homeopathic Graduate 

in 2011…

o Should care if people think its just placebo?

o The current trend towards evidenced-based 

medicine (EBM) is widespread across all forms 

of medicine, homeopathy included
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of medicine, homeopathy included



Should be able to

o Understand what constitutes evidence?
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Our clinical convictions

o How certain can we 
be that information we 
read in materia 
medica or repertory is 
entirely correct?
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entirely correct?

o What percentage of 
the information on 
which we base 
practice could be 
inaccurate or 
incomplete?



Staying abreast of other CAM developments
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http://www.topnews.in/files/homeopathy_0.jpg



Communication with other health 

professionals 

o Questions they may reasonably ask:

• Why should I recommend homeopathy 

rather than any other particular form of 

treatment?
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treatment?

• When should I recommend homeopathy?

• Are the treatments safe?

• How does it work?



Dealing with the Challenges of Homeopathy 

in the 21st Century
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http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/images/talking-to-doctor1.jpg



Engaging with the World

o Primary health care

o Or running 

cottage industry 

practices
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practices

http://www.careb-accer.org/research-ethics.jpg



Media
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Skeptics
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Opponents
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New Patients
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Their Legitimate Questions

o Is it placebo

o Have you treated this before

o Whats the evidence that homeopathy is good for my 

diabetes
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Reflective Practitioners

o Grounded
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Evaluating practice

o Research should begin with a review of what is 

actually happening in practice

o Evaluation: measuring the worth or value of 

something  

o ‘the systematic examination and assessment of 
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o ‘the systematic examination and assessment of 

the features of an initiative and its effects, in 

order to produce information that can be used by 

those who have an interest in its improvement or 

effectiveness’
o (WHO European working group on health promotion evaluation 1999)



Sharing good practice

o To date, within the 
homeopathic community, 
therapeutic knowledge has 
been conveyed primarily 
through written and 
seminar reports of 
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seminar reports of 
successful cases

o These case studies have 
been invaluable for many 
reasons including: 

• they permit normal 
treatment in a real-
world context; 



Clinical and Practice Evaluation 
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Case studies

o The Limitations of Case Studies

o They can act as a mechanism for 

communicating clinical practice; 

o They can alert practitioners to 

potential adverse effects of an 

intervention;
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o They can act as a catalyst for 

further research.

• (Thompson T (2004) Can the 

caged bird sing? Reflections 

on the application of 

qualitative research methods 

to case study design in 

homeopathic medicine. BMC 

Medical Research 

Methodology 2004, 4:4)



Comparing methods
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The Importance of Research in Homeopathy 

at Endeavour

http://www.soton.ac.uk/law/images/research2.jpg
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EBM
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Outcome 

Measurements

o MYMOP
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Simple Scholarship

o Well pitched and

calibrated curriculum

o Rigour

o Clinicians and 

Researchers
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Researchers

………………..Less Guru

http://www.brighton.ac.uk/careers/images/research-graduates2.jpg



Pathways to Higher Learning

o Masters

o PHD’s
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Find our Voice
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Re-brand
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Re-message
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What can you do

o Do

o Join

o Read
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Outcome Studies
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Patient Satisfaction 

Studies
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Qualitative Studies
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Clinical Audit
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Nursing

o Physiotherapy

Psychotherapy
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o Psychotherapy

http://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/water/images/molecules_md.jpg



Homeopathy in 2015

o 2020

2050
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o 2050

o 2100

http://www.sydneytheatre.net/images/the-memory-of-water-by-shelagh-stephenson-whoosh-p.jpg
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